3. W = Width of depressed apron. Depressed aprons shall be 4'-0" unless indicated otherwise.

D = Inlet depression. The Inlet depression shall be 1'-0" unless indicated otherwise.

DH = Dike Height.

= Straight grade, downward slope.

= Direction of flow.

= Thickness of adjacent shoulder pavement.

Establish curb opening height of Type GO or GDO at midpoint of grate.

NOTES:

1. W = Width of depressed apron. Depressed aprons shall be 4'-0" unless indicated otherwise.

D = Inlet depression. The Inlet depression shall be 1'-0" unless indicated otherwise.

DH = Dike Height.

= Straight grade, downward slope.

= Direction of flow.

2. Apron shall be hot mix asphalt and match thickness of adjacent shoulder pavement.

3. Establish curb opening height of Type GO or GDO at midpoint of grate.